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Coastal hazards involve the interaction or effects of natural coastal processes on shoreline development, infrastructure, and human activities. Future sea-level rise will affect California’s coastal development and infrastructure through both flooding of low-lying areas and erosion of cliffs, bluffs, and dunes. The global rate of sea-level rise is increasing and many low-lying developed shoreline areas are already experiencing flooding at extreme high tides, particularly during periods of large storm waves. The combined effects of short-term extreme wave and tide events and the global rate of sea level increase will present greater risks in the near future for coastal California. Protecting private development and public infrastructure along shorelines has become a pressing issue for many coastal communities and the state, with a limited number of management options, each with their own costs, benefits, and effects. These options include: do nothing, beach nourishment, hard armoring structures, living or green shorelines, and managed retreat or relocation. Hard armoring structures such as seawalls and revetments have been the typical historical response to coastal erosion, and in 1971, just 2.5% of California’s entire 1760-km shoreline was armored. By 2018, armor totals reached 13.9% of the entire state’s coastline, a 5.5-fold increase over 47 years. None of the past or present efforts to protect shoreline development and infrastructure from coastal storm damage and shoreline erosion will be effective over the long term with rising sea levels. A growing awareness of the cumulative effects of armoring the shoreline has led the California Coastal Commission to take an increasingly critical look at any new proposals for coastal armoring.
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INTRODUCTION

Coastal hazards are primarily a function of the presence of human beings and their development and activities as they interact with coastal landforms and processes. Although coastlines differ widely in their dominant morphologies as a result of their tectonic setting and geologic history, with the global rise in sea level over the past 18,000 years, coastlines have retreated virtually everywhere. For low-relief coastlines such as the Gulf and Atlantic coasts of the United States, the dominant hazards are coastal flooding and shoreline retreat occurring during hurricanes, nor’easters, and extremely high tides. For the tectonically active Pacific Coast of the United States, although flooding and beach erosion are significant hazards, the added threats are related to coastal cliff, bluff, and dune erosion.

Of California’s 1760 km of coastline, about 225 km consists of high-relief cliffs and coastal mountains, approximately 1040 km consists of lower relief sea cliffs and bluffs (ranging from 5 to perhaps 75 m in height and typically backed by uplifted marine terraces), and the remaining roughly 500 km consists of low-relief shorelines with some combination of beaches and dunes, as well as bays, estuaries, lagoons, and wetlands (Griggs, Patsch, and Savoy, 2005).

Processes Affecting California’s Coastline

From approximately 18,000 to 8000 years ago, California’s coastline retreated landward or inland in response to a relatively rapid rise in sea level. The last 8000 years were characterized by a comparatively slow rate of sea-level rise. That is quickly changing, however, as coasts around the world are now being affected by a significant increase in this rate because of anthropogenic global warming and the resulting (1) expansion of sea water as it warms and (2) increased melting of continental glaciers and the ice sheets of Antarctica and Greenland.

The hazards affecting California’s coastal development and infrastructure include both flooding of low-lying areas and erosion of cliffs, bluffs, and dunes. Historically, both settings have been most affected by short-term or extreme events, which include larger than average waves coinciding with high tides, king or perigean high tides, and El Niño–Southern Oscillation (ENSO) events. The latter can elevate sea level 30 cm or more for weeks and often bring large waves from the W or SW, such as were experienced during the winters of 1978,
1982–83, 1997–98, and 2015–16. These are the events that will continue to present the highest risks to coastal development to perhaps 2050, when long-term sea-level rise will become increasingly important (Griggs et al., 2017).

The global or absolute rate of sea-level rise measured by satellite altimetry has averaged 3.34 mm/y (13.1 inches/100 y) since 1993 (Figure 1), which is more than twice as fast as the rate over the past century as averaged from tide gauges or water level recorders around the world (ranging from 1.2 to 1.7 mm/y). The 10 National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) tide gauges along the central and southern coast of California (Figure 2) have records ranging from 40 to 163 years in length and have recorded local or relative rates of sea-level rise varying from 0.69 to 2.17 mm/y (2.7–8.50 inches/100 y). Two additional gauges in Northern California are situated on the edge of a tectonic collision or subduction margin and have recorded both higher (Eureka, 4.6 mm/y) and lower rates (Crescent City, 0.81 mm/y).

Recent research (Nerem et al., 2018) indicates that the global rate of sea level is increasing and many low-lying California shoreline areas are already experiencing flooding at extreme high tides. These short-term events are additive with long-term sea-level rise, however, and the combined effects of both processes will present greater risks in the future.

Accurate predictions of future sea levels are difficult to make because of uncertainties in future climate, although two recent studies in California provide important guidance for local governments and state agencies that must deal with rising seas and the future location of the shoreline. Rising seas in California: An update on sea-level rise science (Griggs et al., 2017), completed at the request of the governor, provides probabilistic projections for future sea levels at the locations of three NOAA coastal tide gauges at future dates (2030, 2050, 2100, and 2150) on the basis of different greenhouse gas emission scenarios.

A subsequent report by the California Ocean Protection Council (2018) provides a bold, science-based methodology for state and local governments to use to assess the risks associated with sea-level rise. It incorporates sea-level rise values from the Rising seas report (Griggs et al., 2017) into their planning, permitting, and investment recommendations. This more recent report included future sea-level projections for all 12 of California’s coastal tide gauges.

RESPONSES TO COASTAL RETREAT

What should be done with the homes and hotels, streets and parking lots, airports and power plants, sewage treatment plants, pump stations and transmission lines, or other infrastructure built on the beach or at the edge of a cliff or bluff? This challenge has affected and will increasingly continue to affect nearly every coastal community in California and elsewhere and will only become more acute and costly over time. A limited number of options all come with some costs, benefits, and effects, and some of these require successfully navigating and negotiating through a complex, expensive, and time-consuming permitting and environmental impact review process.

Do Nothing or Wait and See

The approach with the lowest cost, least effects, but potentially highest risk for a structure or infrastructure threatened by shoreline or bluff erosion is to do nothing and wait. Depending on the setback of a particular structure from the shoreline or bluff edge, its elevation relative to sea level, age or condition, past erosion or flooding problems, and the local sea-level rise and storm climate for the near-term future, this approach may work for a limited period of time. This approach incurs no costs until a major event finally does occur, which cannot be predicted very far in advance, and then the losses may be very high because last minute emergency protection might not be permissible, possible, or effective.
Beach Nourishment

Beach nourishment has been employed extensively along the broad sandy shorelines of the Gulf and south Atlantic coasts as a way to slow shoreline retreat temporarily. From the 1930s to 2006, nearly 700 million m$^3$ of sand was placed on the beaches of New Jersey, New York, Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, the Carolinas, Georgia, and Florida at a cost of more than $4.6 billion (ASBPA, 2018). This volume is difficult to visualize, but it would build a beach 50 m wide, 5 m deep, and 2800 km long, or a beach extending all the way down the Atlantic coast from New Hampshire to the tip of Florida. Most of these projects have been federally funded and have required frequent renourishment. With sea-level rise, extreme events, and the landward migration of barrier islands, this process needs to be recognized as a short-term and expensive response to shoreline retreat.

Beach nourishment in California historically has primarily involved opportunistic placement of sand on beaches from (1) moving sand impounded updrift from harbor entrances or dredged from harbor navigation channels and placing it on the downdrift side of a harbor, or moving the sand back updrift to renourish adjacent beaches or (2) taking sand from river channel dredging, construction of new marinas or harbors, or from construction projects in coastal dunes, where the beach was a convenient place to put sand rather than a project designed specifically for nourishment (Flick, 1993; Wiegel, 1994). From 1933 to 2017, for example, nearly 20 million m$^3$ of impounded sand from the Santa Barbara Harbor was dredged and placed on downdrift beaches, averaging 235,000 m$^3$/y. From 1964 to 2017, more than 23.5 million m$^3$ of sand impounded by the Ventura Harbor, or 454,000 m$^3$/y, was placed on downdrift beaches. From 1927 to 2018, approximately 500 projects of the sorts described above resulted in the placement of 307.4 million m$^3$ of sand on California’s beaches.

The major exceptions to opportunistic beach nourishment have been two San Diego County Projects (known as Regional Beach Sand Projects, RBSP, I and II), which were two episodes of nourishment in which sand was dredged from offshore and placed on a number of San Diego County beaches (Figure 3). These two projects were carried out in 2001 and 2012 and added 2.6 million m$^3$ of sand to the shoreline at a total cost of $46 million (average of $17.70/m$^3$).

Because of the detailed beach monitoring that accompanied RBSP I and II, important conclusions can be drawn from nourishment along the Southern California coast (Griggs and Kinsman, 2016). Most of the 2.6 million m$^3$ of sand added to the beaches of San Diego County during RBSP I and II were eroded from the exposed subaerial beach during the first year after nourishment. Much of the sand placed in front of the eroding bluffs at Solana, Moonlight, and Batiquitos beaches during RBSP II was gone from the beach within the first 6 months, not even lasting until the first summer beach season.

Most natural California beaches have a certain normal or equilibrium width, which is primarily a function of (1) the wave climate, (2) coastline configuration and the presence of embayments or bays where sand can collect, (3) littoral sand input or supply, and (4) natural or artificial barriers to littoral drift. The dimensions, orientation, and location of barriers to littoral drift control the configuration and position of the beaches they retain (Everts Coastal, 2002).

Without either regular or repeated nourishment or the construction of retention structures, such as a groin or groin field, to stabilize or hold a beach fill, there is no reason why in an area with narrow beaches, a high littoral drift rate, and a moderate to strong seasonal wave climate that any nourished sand should stay on an exposed beach and widen it for any extended period of time. Recent research has also shown that beach nourishment is not a sustainable strategy to mitigate climate change and sea-level rise, particularly in California (Parkinson and Ogurcak, 2018); pre- and postnourishment monitoring studies have frequently been inadequate to answer the questions of environmental impacts (Peterson and Bishop, 2005); and the negative ecological consequences of beach nourishment are significant (Wooldridge, Henter, and Kohn, 2016).
Shoreline Armoring in California

Hard armoring structures of one type or another have been the most common historical response to coastal or shoreline erosion along the California coast for nearly a century. Few issues today along the state’s coast, however, are more complex, poorly understood, and divisive or controversial than the use of coastal protection structures. It is important to understand that coastal armoring (including seawalls and revetments) protect what is behind the armor, at the cost of the fronting beach. This trade-off faces much of California’s coast as sea level continues to rise and beaches move farther inland, encroaching on existing homes and infrastructure. Combating erosion with a hard structure parallel to the shoreline is a choice to not protect the beach at that location. It is only a matter of time before beaches in front of hard armoring structures will disappear with a rising sea level (Griggs, 2005).

The railroad companies built the earliest armor of any extent to protect their tracks adjacent to the shoreline along the Southern California coast. A century ago there was little concern with environmental impacts or sea-level rise; the primary objective was to protect the railroad or any other infrastructure from wave attack. Along the coast from Point Conception east toward Santa Barbara, the Southern Pacific Railroad laid tracks at the turn of the last century, with the first trains running along the coast by 1901. Coastal erosion was apparently recognized early on because the first concrete seawalls designed to protect the tracks in this area were constructed as early as 1909 (Griggs, Patsch, and Savoy, 2005).

During the 1920s and 1930s, as coastal development and infrastructure followed the human migration to the California coast, the construction of seawalls become increasingly more common as the best solution at the time for an eroding coastline, whether construction on cliffs, bluffs, or along the back beach.
and run-up, particularly during large El Niño years (Griggs, 2018).

Seacliff State Beach, a few miles to the SE, has an 86-year history of seawall construction and destruction (Griggs and Fulton-Bennett, 1987). Steel sheet piles followed by timber pile wooden bulkheads were used repeatedly but were regularly battered by logs and debris from winter stream runoff, particularly during the El Niño winters of the last half of the 20th century (Figure 7). The earlier protection structures were built and then damaged or destroyed nine times.

**ENSO and Pacific Decadal Oscillations**

Although ENSO events or El Niños and their effects along California’s shoreline have been known for many years, it took longer for Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO) cycles to be recognized and their relationship with ENSO events to be appreciated. The period between the mid-1940s and about 1978 is now recognized as a cool or negative PDO interval that was characterized by generally calmer conditions along California’s coast. This meant overall lower rainfall and fewer El Niño events and damaging coastal storms. Interestingly, this roughly three-decade-long period was precisely when California’s population exploded and many shoreline areas were developed. The state’s population grew from 9.3 million in 1945 to 22.8 million in 1978, or a 2.4-fold increase. In 1978, however, the climate over the North Pacific and along California’s coast transitioned abruptly to a warm or positive PDO period characterized by larger, more frequent, and damaging El Niño events (Figure 8), which took their toll on coastal development and infrastructure (Griggs, Patsch, and Savoy, 2005).

Armoring or some type of coastal protection was the typical response to the threats or damage to oceanfront homes and other development, as well as public infrastructure, as the coastal climate changed. In 1971, just 43.4 km (or 2.5%) of California’s entire 1760-km shoreline was armored (Table 1). The totals were considerably higher in the state’s four southernmost counties (Ventura, Los Angeles, Orange, and San Diego), where development was the most intense; 27.2 km of the shoreline (7.3%) had been hardened with some type of structure.

By 1998, 27 years later, after the damaging El Niño events of 1977–78, 1982–83, and 1997–98, 176.5 km (10.3%) of the coast of California had been protected. Along the four most populated and developed southern California counties, the total length of armor had grown to 124.2 km (33.4%) of the entire shoreline.

A decade later in 2018, seawall and revetment totals had reached 239.3 km (13.9%) of the entire state’s coastline and 141.8 km (38%) of southern California’s 373-km shoreline (Figure 9). For all of California, this represents a 5.5-fold increase in shore protection in 47 years.

**Concerns That Developed with Coastal Armoring**

Whether broken concrete, a rock revetment, concrete seawall, or timber bulkhead, many protective structures eventually fail by scour or undermining, outflanking, overtopping, battering by waves or logs and other floating debris, or some combination of these. In a study along the Central Coast after damage or destruction of a number of coastal protection structures during the severe ENSO event of 1982–83, Fulton-
Bennett and Griggs (1986) investigated the engineering and history of each of the structures along 225 km of coastline between San Francisco and Carmel, for which permit or repair information existed, to determine which type of structures fared best and worst and why structures failed. Of the three major types of protective structures, concrete seawalls have been the most durable over the long term, although concrete in and of itself does not guarantee a long life and success. Many engineering issues associated with concrete can lead to success or failure. Riprap or revetments typically fared less well than concrete walls, but better than timber and wood structures. The success of riprap has been a function of the foundation on which it is placed (rock or sand); the size, slope, and elevation of the rock; and the internal layering. Wooden walls or bulkheads have usually been the least successful in preventing erosion and are most easily damaged during storms.

In contrast to the oceanfront homeowner, coastal engineer, or contractor’s concern for the lifespan or effectiveness of a coastal protection structure, considerable concern and opposition has arisen over the past several decades regarding the direct or indirect effects of these structures on the shoreline (Griggs, 2005), including (1) visual impacts, (2) restrictions on beach access, (3) reduction of sand supply from a previously eroding cliff or bluff, (4) placement loss or covering the beach beneath the riprap or seawall, (5) passive erosion or the loss of beach from sea-level rise where the back beach is fixed and can no longer migrate inland, and (6) active erosion or the loss of a fronting beach because of wave interaction with a structure. Many of these concerns revolve around the issue of to what degree private property owners should be allowed to affect the public’s beaches as they attempt to protect their own homes and property. In the case of government-funded armoring projects, how much taxpayer money should be spent on efforts to stabilize temporarily the position of an eroding coastline? What should be clear is that seawalls or riprap revetments are not designed or built to protect beaches, but to reduce wave impact and erosion of dunes, bluffs, cliffs, or beach-level development and infrastructure.

The distinction here between the armoring of private property, which has private benefits but public costs, and the protection of public infrastructure, which has public benefits and public costs, is important.

### The California Coastal Act (1976) and Coastal Armoring

The California Coastal Act of 1976 (CAPRC Div 20, 2019) requires statewide planning and regulation for development in hazardous areas, including strict regulation of proposed

---

**Table 1. Progressive increase in the length and percentage of armoring along the shoreline of California’s coastal counties in 1971, 1998, and 2018.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Del Norte County</td>
<td>45.40</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8.06</td>
<td>2.64</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>17.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Humboldt County</td>
<td>121.60</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3.67</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>3.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mendocino County</td>
<td>122.20</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.18</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sonoma County</td>
<td>62.50</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>1.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marin County</td>
<td>70.20</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>3.30</td>
<td>1.42</td>
<td>1.99</td>
<td>4.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Francisco City</td>
<td>8.40</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>2.36</td>
<td>14.29</td>
<td>16.67</td>
<td>26.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Mateo County</td>
<td>55.90</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>5.11</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>11.27</td>
<td>9.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santa Cruz County</td>
<td>41.80</td>
<td>2.90</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10.20</td>
<td>6.94</td>
<td>19.14</td>
<td>24.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monterey County</td>
<td>111.30</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>6.48</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>5.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Luis Obispo County</td>
<td>92.30</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>6.74</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>7.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santa Barbara County</td>
<td>109.80</td>
<td>3.50</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>12.87</td>
<td>3.19</td>
<td>12.75</td>
<td>11.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ventura County</td>
<td>41.20</td>
<td>11.20</td>
<td>18.7</td>
<td>23.55</td>
<td>27.18</td>
<td>45.39</td>
<td>57.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Los Angeles County</td>
<td>78.80</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>22.48</td>
<td>2.71</td>
<td>31.17</td>
<td>30.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orange County</td>
<td>41.90</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>12.2</td>
<td>16.28</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>29.12</td>
<td>38.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Diego County</td>
<td>76.10</td>
<td>3.60</td>
<td>23.8</td>
<td>25.78</td>
<td>4.73</td>
<td>31.27</td>
<td>33.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Totals</td>
<td>1074.40</td>
<td>27.10</td>
<td>110.31</td>
<td>148.72</td>
<td>2.52</td>
<td>10.27</td>
<td>13.84</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Southern California totals* 233.00 17.00 77.7 88.09 7.30 33.35 37.81

---

**Note:**

1. California Natural Resources Agency (1977)
2. USACE and Dames & Moore (1971)
5. Totals were considerably higher in the four southernmost counties, where development was the most intense.
shoreline protection structures, such as seawalls and revetments. The Coastal Act includes specific language that new development shall minimize risks from coastal hazards (Lester, 2005). Section 30253(b) states in part that any new development shall “Assure stability and structural integrity, and neither create nor contribute significantly to erosion, geologic instability, or destruction of the site or surrounding area or in any way require the construction of protective devices that would substantially alter natural landforms along bluffs and cliffs.”

Put simply, this policy specifically states that new development shall not require the construction of a shoreline protection device, such as a seawall, to ensure long-term stability or survival. Section 30253 makes property owners assume the risks of developing along the coast by requiring that new development be located and designed to be safe without artificial means of protection from the forces of the ocean. This requirement is an explicit effort to halt the proliferation of seawalls, revetments, and other shoreline structures that cumulatively can negatively affect the coastline (Lester, 2005).

The Coastal Act also sets standards for when and how existing development can be protected from coastal hazards. Section 30235 states in part: “Revetments, breakwaters, groins, harbor channels, seawalls, cliff retaining walls, and other such construction that alter natural shoreline processes shall be permitted when required to serve coastal-dependent uses or to protect existing structures or public beaches in danger from erosion, and when designed to eliminate or mitigate adverse impacts on local shoreline sand supply.”

A large part of the motivation for the Coastal Act of 1976 was the need to provide protection for marine life and coastal habitats and to preserve public access to the shoreline, which was often under threat. It was written during the end of an approximately 30-year-long, relatively calm period in California’s coastal climate (a cool or negative PDO cycle; Figure 8). Issues of coastal erosion and protection were less apparent than they would become in the subsequent warm or positive PDO period that began around 1978 and continued for the next 20 years. The Coastal Act was also written primarily by lawyers, rather than coastal geologists or engineers, which helps explain why revetments and seawalls were combined with breakwaters, groins, jetties, and harbor channels, which are quite different structures with very different purposes. Additionally, with the exception of groins, none of these other engineering structures are built to protect public beaches from erosion. Seawalls and revetments are designed and built to protect cliff, bluff, dune, or back beach development or infrastructure, and breakwaters and jetties are usually designed either to protect or provide safe access into ports or harbors, although offshore breakwaters have also been used to reduce wave energy at the shoreline and encourage beach widening.

Two other parts of Section 30235 were ambiguous enough to lead to conflicts and legal battles over the next four decades. One was the use of the word “shall,” as in coastal protection structures “shall be permitted,” and the other was the wording “to protect existing structures.” The word shall, in contrast to the word may, opened the door for many homeowners who wanted to build some type of coastal protection structure. Shall is quite clear whereas may implies some uncertainty.

Since 1976, the Coastal Commission has also had to deal with the issue of what constitutes an “existing structure” (Lester, 2005). Early in its history, the Commission drew a clear distinction between structures, such as residences or commercial buildings, and accessory structures, such as bluff-top gazebos, patios, or decks. The Commission made it clear that coastal armoring would not be approved for the protection of some accessory structure, patio, or landscaping.

The larger issue, however, on the use of the words “existing structure” has been whether a home or other structure built after 1976 should be considered as “existing” and therefore eligible for shoreline protection (Lester, 2005). This concept has been argued both ways. If a structure was legally in existence at the time the Coastal Act was implemented (1 January 1977) and has not been redeveloped since that time, it clearly falls under the definition of an “existing structure” and is therefore eligible for consideration for a coastal protection structure if other conditions can be met. The Commission currently considers redevelopment to mean that, since 1 January 1977, alterations including demolition, renovation, replacement, and additions of 50% or more of the major structural components or that lead to a 50% or more increase in gross floor area have occurred or will occur if a proposed project moves forward.

On the other hand, homes or other structures built after 1 January 1977 should have passed the test of not requiring a seawall or revetment during their lifetime to have obtained a coastal development permit in the first place. Many owners of structures that were built after 1976, however, have made the case that their homes are now threatened or in imminent danger from cliff, bluff, dune, or beach erosion, often because of inadequate or poorly documented coastal erosion studies that led to the initial conclusion that particular building sites were safe for the lifetime of a proposed home. Nonetheless, in a few instances such “existing structures” are sited in precarious locations where, in fact, the Commission has historically approved coastal armoring, even though construction or redevelopment took place after 1 January 1977 (California Coastal Commission, 2018).

Obtaining a Coastal Development Permit for some type of coastal protection has become a very lengthy, complex, and expensive process requiring extensive geological, geotechnical, biological, and frequently other studies, as well as a number of significant fees. Coastal development permits require an application or filing fee to cover administration of the permit, which is often in the thousands of dollars, depending on the type and size of the project. Additionally, each proposed project under the permit is analyzed to determine the value of the resources that may be lost or compromised, and impact mitigation fees, or mitigation payments, are determined. In many instances, hard structures (e.g., seawalls and riprap) will result in the loss of the fronting beach; thus, applicants are charged an In Lieu Sand Replenishment Fee, a Recreation/Beach Loss Access Fee, or both. Mitigation fees can easily add up to several hundred thousand dollars or, in some cases, several million dollars, based on the value of the resources being lost. This does not include the cost to the applicant of all of the necessary technical studies or the actual cost of...
constructing the coastal protection structure if a permit is granted.

The decision on what is an existing structure has been somewhat inconsistent along California’s coastline between different Coastal Commission staff and regional offices. In the Coastal Commission’s (2018) Sea-Level Rise Policy Guidance document, however, it was clearly stated that the Commission intended to enforce the original intent of the Coastal Act, namely that “existing structure” means existing as of 1 January 1977 without significant alterations. This decision is going to reverberate along the cliffs, bluffs, and beaches of California from Crescent City to Imperial Beach. Most homeowners or homebuyers have historically assumed that when the waves began to threaten their homes that a permit for a seawall or revetment could be obtained. This is no longer necessarily the case, however, and this decision will have a profound effect on California’s existing oceanfront development. Literally hundreds of millions if not billions of dollars in properties are at stake.

Living or Green Shorelines

In recent years, with a greater awareness of the effects of coastal armoring (Griggs, 2005) as well as the increased coverage of the shoreline with revetments or seawalls, the concept of natural, living, or green shorelines has been put forward as an alternative to hard or gray shorelines (Back and Lange, 2016; Judge et al., 2017; NOAA Living Shorelines Workgroup, 2015). This “natural shoreline infrastructure” includes things like coral reefs, mangroves, salt marshes, or other similar environments and involves coastal habitats or ecosystems that can provide some protection from sea-level rise, extreme tides, hurricanes, storm wave attack, and erosion. For some context, throughout the millions of years that these coastal ecosystems have existed, they have been able to keep pace with sea level fluctuations of more than 100 m, as evidenced by the very existence of these habitats or ecosystems along the shoreline at sea level today. Some of these ecosystems are restricted to particular latitudes and energy conditions, however, and are therefore limited in their distribution. Coral reefs and mangroves, for example, can only flourish in tropical environments. Salt marshes and similar wetland ecosystems require fine-grained sediment and cannot tolerate or survive high wave energy environments.

The California coastline is very diverse, and no single solution will address all shoreline erosion and sea-level rise challenges now or in the future. Protecting, encouraging, or rebuilding salt marshes and similar wetland environments has been successfully accomplished in a number of protected or low-energy environments in California, such as estuaries and lagoons (Judge et al., 2017). The concept has also been put forward that some combination of a living or green shoreline and a hard or gray shoreline may be appropriate in specific areas, dependent on energy conditions (Figure 10).

For the 1760 km of high-energy, exposed outer coast of California, there is no living, green, or organic approaches that are capable of significantly reducing the effects of storm waves, high tides, or long-term sea-level rise. Conditions for utilization of each of the “green” or “living” solutions illustrated in Figure 10 all state that they are “suitable for most areas except high wave energy environments.” Although vegetation is often listed in the alternatives that must be considered and evaluated in applications for shoreline protection structures along the California coast, realistically, there are no vegetative solutions, other than improved drainage and landscaping atop a bluff to divert runoff away from the bluff face, for the bluffs and cliffs that make up about 1264 km or 72% of the state’s outer coast. Solutions involving green or living solutions may be used in tandem with other protective measures but will not be effective along most of California’s high-energy coastline.

Planned or Managed Retreat

Each major storm, hurricane, or other coastal disaster is followed by the inevitable debate about whether rebuilding is the right decision. Relocation of oceanfront structures or infrastructure (houses, utilities, roads, etc.) is becoming a more common, or at least considered, response, now often called managed or planned retreat (in contrast to unmanaged or unplanned retreat; Griggs, 2015). The Cape Hatteras light-
house relocation is one of only a few well-publicized and expensive example of managed retreat, as is the Surfer’s Point Managed Shoreline Retreat Project in Ventura, California. This project involved the relocation of a California State Park bike path, public parking lot, and pedestrian path as an alternative to building a seawall or revetment. A portion of this project involved incorporating a living shoreline with dunes stabilized by native vegetation along the backshore. While Phase I of this project was completed in 2011 and deemed successful, the ENSO winter waves of 2015 once again proved their power, eroding parts of the bike path and eroding the beach, necessitating the planning for phase II of this project (Figure 11). Nonetheless, managed retreat is likely to become more and more common as sea level continues to rise and risks and damages are amplified through short-term events such as hurricanes, extreme tides, and large storm waves.

Although managed retreat, relocation, or moving back from high-risk or already affected coastal sites is viewed favorably by coastal planners and policy makers, as well as some coastal geologists and engineers, it is understandably far less palatable to those who own homes or property along the shoreline. Retreat is often ruled out for several reasons before any serious discussion or cost-benefit analysis has taken place (Young, 2018). Landowners are concerned that even the mention of retreat can negatively affect property values. Even when proposed by a government entity, to date it has rarely been implemented as too unpopular and too costly, with no source of funds to buy out property owners or cover the costs. There are also two key flaws in arrangements whereby government acquires threatened coastal properties at prehazard prices: it acts as a distorting effect on the market, and it incentivizes increased risk exposure because homeowners know there is a guaranteed solution down the road (Young, 2018).

What is not often appreciated in California is that retreating from the shoreline is not a new approach, and there have been a number of neighborhoods or locations where legal parcels and homes are now gone. Big Lagoon in Humboldt County, Gleason Beach in Sonoma County (Figure 12A, B), Bolinas Bluffs in Marin County, the Pacifica Esplanade in San Mateo County (Figure 13), Carpinteria in Ventura County, West Newport Beach in Orange County, and Encinitas in San Diego County are all examples where portions of or entire neighborhoods have been lost to coastal erosion (Griggs, 2015). Documenting these lost neighborhoods and those that are in the process of disappearing today is important in providing a longer term perspective of what California faces as a state.
In addition to relocating individual houses or structures is the concept of larger scale managed retreat or relocation. Such a regional approach has not been considered along the west coast to date, but with the magnitude of shoreline retreat taking place along the Atlantic coast of the United States, particularly along individual barrier islands suffering major hurricane damage, this approach becomes a very real option. Planned or managed retreat on a regional basis will almost certainly require legislation or other government involvement or intervention, however. Currently, some 40 local governments are considering full Local Coastal Program updates, some of which are considering or have considered managed retreat on a larger geographic scale as an alternative. Ultimately, however, because of feasibility concerns, lack of funding, or opposition from vocal constituents, managed retreat is not often pursued, even when it pencils out financially in terms of long-term trade-offs and resources lost.

CONCLUSIONS
Coastlines in California and around the world are in a constant state of flux and, with few exceptions, are migrating landward or inland, either gradually or more rapidly during extreme events. Although some short-term approaches have been used to forestall the inevitable retreat of the coastline (e.g., beach nourishment, seawalls, and revetments), some being more short-term than others, they all have their limits and trade-offs. Those limits are dependent on both the rate of acceleration of global and local sea-level rise in the decades ahead and the frequency and magnitude of extreme events (e.g., hurricanes, ENSO events, storm waves and high tides) and whether these increase in frequency and magnitude in the future. Increases in wave heights over the past several decades have been documented along portions of the U.S. West Coast (e.g., Allan and Komar, 2006; Menendez et al., 2008; Wingfield and Storlazzi, 2007), but these trends have more recently been considered to be largely insignificant when adjusted for wave buoy hardware modifications (Gemmrich, Thomas, and Bouard, 2011). The use of global climate models to project future wave climate shows a poleward migration of storm tracks and, overall, a slight decrease in wave heights for California in general compared with the historic record (Erickson et al., 2015; Graham et al., 2013). If this were the case, it would be welcome news for oceanfront homeowners.

Strong El Niño events have had major impacts on the coastline of California, in part driven by elevated sea levels (as high as 30 cm above normal for weeks) and in part driven by elevated winter waves typically approaching from the SW. The frequency and magnitude of future El Niño events, combined with continuing sea-level rise, will be major factors affecting shoreline vulnerability in the decades ahead (Langridge, 2018). Research to date on future El Niño patterns is largely inconclusive (Collins et al., 2010), although one recent study suggests a potential doubling in the frequency of extreme El Niño events (Cai et al., 2014) such as those that occurred in 1982–83, 1997–98, and 2015–16. This news would be bad for California’s coastal residents and communities.

The increasing rate of sea-level rise is more unfortunate news for the California coast. Scenarios for sea level and their probabilities at different times in the future have been developed, but there is still considerable uncertainty because of the unknowns in future greenhouse gas emissions, as well as the future uncertainty in the timing of ice sheet collapse in Antarctica. Sea-level rise is a ramp with an increasing slope that will be additive with extreme events. None of the past efforts to protect shoreline development and infrastructure from coastal storm damage and shoreline erosion will be effective over the long term. The shoreline will move inland and people and their structures are in the way. Although it is often difficult for elected officials, for example, to look very far into the future, all of California’s coastal communities must assess their vulnerabilities to future sea-level rise and extreme events and develop adaptation and response plans for the inevitability of a changing shoreline.

The trade-off when choosing to battle sea-level rise with hard armoring structures is detrimental to one of California’s most beloved resources, the sandy beach. Choosing to protect houses, infrastructure, or development behind a hard armoring structure is a direct choice to sacrifice the fronting sandy beach and its ecosystem. California’s beaches are a valuable resource, providing billions of dollars of direct revenue to the state and a barrier to storm surge and large waves, and are part of the state’s cultural identity. Additionally, beaches provide innumerable environmental benefits, including water filtration, providing important habitat for many endangered and threatened species, and nutrient cycling. Management of the coastline as it relates to coastal hazards and hard armoring structures will determine the fate of sandy beaches and the aesthetic and function of California’s shoreline for generations to come.
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